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New Book Releases

H2LiftShips: BosonsWave by Bob 
Freeman | SciFi Tech | The Solar 
Sail crew of BosonsWave and 
Captain Herb, an Eastern mountain 
gorilla of the Heliospheric Navy, are 
fighting the algae rocket ships for 
control of the bioGels. On one side, 
we have tools and weapons 
invented by the sentients after eons 
of development. On the other side, 
accumulations of brainless algae 
have joined with angry bioGel 
computers calling the shots.

Running Scared by Benjamin 
Bradley | A Shepard & Kelly 
Mystery | Book Three | Crime 
Thriller | Detective Delaney 
Shepard returns to her troubled 
past to face the mistakes she'd 
spent her whole life trying to 
forget. When new evidence 
surfaces in a cold case, she's 
thrust back into a world where 
she is the prime suspect.

Nothing Comes After Z: Death 
and Retribution in Tepoztlán by 
Ana Manwaring |  A JadeAnne 
Stone Mexico Adventure | Book 
Three | Crime Thriller | Two 
cartels with government 
officials in their pockets. A 
handsome doctor. Her old 
nemesis. Human trafficking... Is 
JadeAnne safe anywhere?

The Monster by Ron Kinscherf | 
The Bakers’ Patio series | Volume 
IV | Children’s Storybook | Life is 
nothing  but curveballs and just 
when you are feeling confident and 
full of pride, a simple decision can 
toss your life onto an arc of 
potential disaster.

Christian Politics and Civil 
Philosophy by Dr. Sanford Wood | 
Philosophy | This study 
demonstrates the overall coherence 
of the moral and political teaching 
of Leviathan. While Hobbes is 
frequently depicted as being 
inconsistent or insincere, this book 
demonstrates how Hobbes created 
a world of value from a world of 
fact.
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